
GEDIMINAS' DREAM: THE LEGEND OF VILNIUS 

WORKSHEET/COMPREHENSHION CHECK (31 points) 

  Part 1 (6 points, 1 point per item). Read a story. Make questions for the underlined words and 

choose the correct the correct options (A-C). 

  1. Gediminas described everything. 

 

  A) What Gediminas described? 

  B) What did Gediminas describe? 

  C) What did Gediminas described? 

 

  2. Gediminas saw a huge iron wolf. 

 

  A) What did Gediminas saw? 

  B) What does Gediminas see? 

  C) What did Gediminas see? 

 

  3. The monument stands in Cathedral Square. 

 

  A) Where does the monument stand? 

  B) Where does the monument stands? 

  C) How did the monument stand? 

 

  4. The Old Town is situated in a picturesque valley of two rivers. 

 

  A) Where is The Old Town situated? 

  B) What was The Old Town situated? 

  C) Where did The Old Town situated? 

 

   

  5. The exposition called “Guns and an iconography of the castle”. 

 

  A) How the exposition is called? 

  B) How is the exposition called? 

  C) What does the exposition called? 

 

  6. The hill is visited because it is famous.  

 

  A) Why is the hill visited? 

  B) Why the hill is visited? 

  C) How the hill is visited? 

 

 

 

 



           Part 2 (10 points, 1 point per item). Match the words below (1-10) with the correct 

definitions (A-J). 

 

1. Priest                          A. a state or an example of problems or trouble 

2. Mysterious                 B. attractive 

3. To howl                     C. lift a device like a box that moves up and down 

4. To obey                     D. relating to a religion that worships many gods 

5. Pagan                        E. to do what you are told or expected to do 

6. Duke                         F.   large and with a lot of space 

7. Picturesque               G. a man of very high rank in a country 

8. Elevator                    H. a person, who has been trained to perform religious duties 

9. Spacious                   I. to make a loud sound 

10. Inconvenience          J. strange, not known, or not understood 

 

Part 3. (7 points, 1 point per item). Complete the sentences with the words/phrase from 

the list below. There is one word which you do not need to use. 

 

mysterious/ hardly/ spacious/ elevator/ duke/ howling/ inconvenience/priest 

 

1. We apologize for any ------------------------------ caused by the late arrival of the train.  

2. I took the ---------------------------- to her office on the fourteenth floor.  

3. She wondered who'd sent her the------------------------------------ email. 

4. They claim to be descendants of a French --------------------------------- . 

5. An injured dog lay in the middle of the road, ----------------------------------- in pain. 

6. Father O'Dooley was ordained a ----------------------------- in 1949. 

7. A ---------------------------------------------house is comfortable. 

 

Part 4.  (8 points, 1 point per item). Each line contains a word which does not fit 

according to the context. Find this word and cross it out. 

 

1. Spacious    large      roomy     wide      small     vast 

2. Popular     famous     glorious     great     naughty     legendary 

3. Clever      smart      intelligent     bad      wise     broad-minded 

4. Rapid     fast     slow     quick     high-speed     hurried 

5. Demonstrate     explain     describe     illustrate     make clear     qualified 

6. Awesome     exciting     dull     magnificent     powerful 

7. Tour     trip     journey     excursion     cruise     active 

8. Available     at hand     accessible     inaccessible     free     obtainable 



 

 

 

 

 

 


